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Abstract. In the age of information technology and Linked Data, the
importance of creating transparent infrastructures for management and
exchange of data have emerged to play a focal role for the development
of new open research. The FAIR guiding principles have been introduced
to advise in the improvement of Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable technical resources, but the literature is still lacking of practical
guidelines for the management and digitization of sensitive and restricted
data. The purpose of this research is to introduce new insights aimed at
the exploration and discovery of restricted data-sets. The methodology
sets out by creating a model for FAIR metadata architecture, which will
later be used for automatic ingestion of external restricted data-set files,
as well metadata enrichment. Quantitatively and qualitatively evalua-
tions will be performed to assess the workflow, which will later be im-
plemented in the data-set’s search engine. Initial results of the metadata
ingestion and enrichment are presented as the RML mapper rules and
the OPL ontology, respectively.
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1 Introduction

In the era of digitalisation and Open Science [15], the management of research
and sensitive data is still considered an issue to be solved [7]. Although extensive
effort has been made by the scientific community to share and re-use research
data, there is still uncertainty on the mechanisms underlying the management
of sensitive information. Despite the rapid increase of initiatives and regulations
(e.g. GDPR) focusing on this issue, data providers are still lacking technical
solutions to allow research groups and institutions to share and re-use their large
data banks. One of the most common challenges that is faced by researchers, is
the absence of digitized versions of the data. The growing body of information
collected by government organisations such as CBS (Statistics Netherlands)1, is
an essential resource for scientists, but it is generally difficult not only to access

1 https://www.cbs.nl/
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but also to find in the first place. In order to support organisations in developing
solutions to enable data management and exchange, the FAIR Guiding Principles
[17] have been introduced to facilitate reusability and findability of data. The
aim is to generate data that is FAIR: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable. Central to the entire concept, is the need to integrate both human and
machine-readable formats of research data, in order to facilitate the retrieval,
analysis and discovery of knowledge.

Many archives in the biomedical domain have already made their data open
and findable, such as GenBank [3] and menoci [14], just to mention a few. The
latter, together with EUDAT [16], are examples of research data infrastruc-
tures based on metadata information. Other projects have proposed certifica-
tion processes [12] and data sanitization techniques [18] as possible solutions to
reproducibility and differential privacy challenges, in the context of confidential
research data.

Due to the sensitive nature of a large number of available data-sets, a growing
number of initiatives are in facts developing research tools based on the top-level
information, the metadata. Nevertheless, formal guidelines for the management
and digitization of restricted data and metadata creation is still lacking. More-
over, a broader perspective regarding the use of detailed metadata files as a
influential factor in differential privacy and privacy budgets supported queries
[19] still need to be explored.

1.1 Restricted Data and Metadata

The term “metadata” is generally understood to mean “data about data”, and
it usually describes resources’ embedded information such as authors, dates,
versions and technical details [11], but it is regularly seen that important pieces
of the puzzle are still missing. In the context of sensitive data, the metadata must
be complying with data protection rules, and often important non-confidential
information are lacking. For example, the metadata of a certain data-set can
report the type of license the researcher has to agree upon for using the data
once access is granted. Nevertheless, such information usually reports only the
name of the license, and not what the actual agreement defines. For instance,
certain license agreements require the researcher to submit their work to the data
owner before publishing, and others do not allow for the data to be shown during
public speeches or presentations. At this point it is also important to specify the
definition of restricted data in the context of this research: by “restricted” we
refer to data that is legally bound either by confidentiality or license agreements.

It is clear that such information are truly valuable resources to allow re-
searchers for a more targeted data-set search and exploration, and there is an
evident need for such knowledge to be available to the end user.

2 State of the Art

A more detailed account of relevant researches are described in the next section.
Firstly, we will discuss the transformation from raw data into Linked Data with
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the RDF Mapping Language (RML). Afterwards, we will present the Open Digi-
tal Rights Language (ODRL) and the CESSDA Metadata Model (CMM), which
represent the core frameworks for the novel OPL ontology and the metadata
architecture model respectively.

RML. An important step in this research is the creation of Linked Data from
unstructured metadata files. For this step, the RDF Mapping Language (RML)
[8] has been chosen to map files from data providers, such as DANS, into RDF
format. A number of tools based on RML have been developed, and we found
that the most user-friendly one is YARRRML [9]. YARRRML is built on top of
the RML language, and allows the use of all of its default functions as well as
the creation of jar files for custom functions.

ODRL. The Open Digital Rights Language [10] was created with the aim to
provide a model and a vocabulary for the expression of statements referring to
the usage of services. ODRL has been extensively used thanks to its flexibility
and interoperability, and it is now recommended by the W3C as the expression
language for describing policies’ permissions, prohibitions and constraints. One of
the main benefit of using ODRL, is that it allows for the creation of new profiles,
grating the community the possibility of expressing additional semantics.

CMM. The Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA)
has made extensive efforts in the introduction of various guidelines for data man-
agement and maintenance, by highlighting the importance of structured meta-
data in the social science domain. One of the core activity of the CMO (CESSDA
Metadata Office) has been supporting the data-origination process by establish-
ing CMM [5]. The aim of the CMM model is to allow the research community
to attain a consistent guide for metadata production, in order to increase con-
sistency and interoperability of this process.

3 Problem Statement and Contributions

The main question of this study is: How can restricted data be FAIRified?. This
study will focus on social science data, and more specifically on tabular data,
but its approach could be extended to any field of research. The assessment of
this specific objective consists in the evaluation of the following sub-questions:

RQ1.How can we represent tabular data that comes with access re-
strictions in a FAIR manner? The first step in applying the FAIR principle
on restricted research data is the creation of a model or system architecture that
is both open and transparent, as well as consistent with the requirements essen-
tial to the research community. Due to the constraints imposed by the context
of this resource, we will focus on a metadata model that expresses informa-
tion about the underlying data, therefore avoiding confidential material being
exposed.

RQ2.How can existing scientific data-sets with restricted access be
FAIRified in a reproducible and transparent fashion? The second step
consists in the practical evaluation of the approach. In order to achieve this, we
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aim to map and enrich the metadata of available data-sets, from a raw format
into their Linked Data counterparts.

RQ3.How can researchers dealing with access-restricted data be
supported by semantic tools to create data-sets that are FAIR from
the start? We want to support the research community and data providers in
the generation of metadata for restricted tabular data, by creating a transpar-
ent tool based on the model proposed. The tool will support the use of semantic
web technologies in to order to facilitate logic-based annotations, as well decrease
disambiguation in entity-recognition processes.

RQ4.How can FAIR metadata for access-restricted data improve
the effectiveness and usability of a scientific data-set search engine?
The end goal of this study is to provide a data-set semantic search portal, where
users are able to find resources by querying the metadata database. Therefore,
our final question for this research, involves the comparison between the per-
formance of the data-set search portal created and other available search envi-
ronments. Moreover, we will evaluate whether certain implementations in the
semantic search of the portal are more beneficial and powerful than others, in
order to make suggestions for future work and progress.

3.1 Contributions

The contributions that this research is set to implement are:

– The formulation of a comprehensive metadata model suitable for restricted
scientific tabular data, with the input of field experts in the social science
domain.

– A method for generating enriched and FAIR metadata by applying the model
to existing restricted data-sets.

– The creation of an automated yet transparent and FAIR tool for the gener-
ation of Linked Metadata from the upload of data-sets.

– The contribution to a data-set search portal, by implementing semantic
search features to optimise the findability of resources.

4 Research Methodology and Approach

The overall approach of this research is based on the principles of: metadata ar-
chitecture and enrichment, confidentiality-aware data processing, semantic rights
representation and access negotiation. Having defined the research questions, we
will now address the methodology in more details:

RQ1. A systematic review will be performed to assess, summarise and de-
termine the relevant literature in regards to the management of confidential
data-sets, as well as common practices for the exploration and use of restricted
data. The outcome of the review will be translated into the metadata model’
requirements, and compared to already available resources such as the CMM
model, the RDF Discovery Vocabulary (disco) [6] and data management plans’
resources [13].
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RQ2. Raw metadata can be obtained by different data providers (e.g. CBS
and DANS), and can be transformed into Linked Metadata following the model
mentioned, using known technologies such as RML. Nevertheless, during this
process original information are kept intact, and no extra knowledge is derived.
In order to enrich the metadata we can utilise available vocabularies linkable
to the original data, such as the DBpedia Ontology [4] and to the European
Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST) [2]. Moreover, metadata informa-
tion about data accessibility (e.g. open source, restricted) and data license (e.g.
creative common licenses) can be mapped to other known vocabularies such as
EuroVoc Thesaurus2 and the Creative Commons Rights Expression Language
(ccREL) [1]. Furthermore, we have created a new Ontology for Policies and Li-
censes that can also be utilised to map licensing agreements information found
in the metadata. In order to map the mentioned vocabularies to the terms in
the metadata we can use RML rules, such as the built-in “DBpedia Spotlight
Lookup” function.

RQ3. A novel tool is needed to automatize the generation of metadata,
therefore supporting restricted-data owners in the creation and release of their
resources into digital libraries and metadata portals. Semantic tools, such as
entity-recognition and recommendation services will be put in place to map the
data-set terms to known thesaurus, such as ELSST, and users will also have
the option to customise the terms by adding or suggesting a more appropriate
mapping. We aim to create a secure and transparent environment where data
owners are in full control over their data, and where the tool workflow is open
and accessible to the users, in order to allow them to check every stage of the
transformation and decision-making processes.

RQ4. Firstly, semantic search results among different portals and the pro-
posed data-set search engine will be compared, in order to better understand
its performance in finding information. Moreover, we aim to analyse the find-
ability of resources, by using two versions of the novel designed portal: 1) this
version will be considered to be the “control” group, and it will consist of the
portal with all the search functionalities running, 2) this version, instead, will
be considered as the “knock-out” group, where certain search functionalities are
disabled. The experiment aims to understand which parameters are more pow-
erful and, therefore, to suggested further areas of study. Finally, we will evaluate
whether the FAIR implementation in the metadata model allow users to find
restricted data-sets, as well as clearly stating the steps and requirements needed
to be taken in order to have access to the data from the data-owner. A possible
addition to this methodology, is also to investigate privacy budgets supported
queries, by tracking users’ history and therefore calculating the level of security
of the portal.

2 http://publications.europa.eu/resource/dataset/eurovoc
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5 Evaluation Plan

Having defined the research questions and the methodology of this research, in
the following section we will discuss how to evaluate the results.

RQ1. Following the systematic review, metadata requirements found in the
literature will be assessed and implemented in the metadata model, and major
importance will be given to literature exploring the Reusability and Findability
of restricted data. The focus group will be eventually be questioned regarding
the final version of the model.

RQ2. A collection of open data-sets in raw format will be used to manually
generate their correspondent metadata files. A case study will be performed to
quantitatively evaluate the results by counting the number of terms that have
been correctly mapped to the model, as well as counting the triples before and af-
ter the metadata enrichment. Once the metadata creation is optimised, restricted
data-sets from providers such as CBS will be requested and investigated.

RQ3. The tool will be tested by feeding it a collection of data-sets for the
automatic mapping to the metadata model, with the aim to achieve the same
performance as in the manual mapping mentioned above. Moreover, a focus
group consisting of open- and restricted-data owners, as well as researchers, will
be asked to perform the task extensively, and their feedback will be assessed.

RQ4. To evaluate the last research questions, we will organise a compara-
tive user study to examine the features implemented in the last iteration of the
proposed portal, compared to other available resources. Moreover, we will check
whether all requirements found during the systematic review, and further feed-
back that may arise during this study have been integrated. Furthermore, we
will qualitatively assess the strength of semantic search features, by checking the
resources returned by the “control” version and the “knock-out” version. Pri-
vacy budget queries could also be evaluated by collecting analytical information
about the search history of users, and specify a clear privacy cost limit. Finally,
the aim of the portal is to include metadata from restricted data-sets, and make
them Findable for the research community.

6 Intermediate Results

To create an initial sample for experimentation, RML was used to create a map-
ping of XML files from the DANSeasy archive, into RDF Linked Data format.
RML default functions were used to enrich the metadata, by mapping XML ac-
cess terms to the OPL ontology. Therefore, we have initials answers to research
questions 1 and 2:

– RQ1: during the RDF transformation with RML, the CMM model has been
used as a template. We have seen that this model is flexible and expressive
enough for initial experiments, but further discussion with the research group
are needed to evaluate potential implementations.

– RQ2: metadata enrichment has been performed by mapping XML terms to
OPL, and initial feedback shows that a number of additional information
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about license agreements and data usage have been added. This step is im-
portant in the FAIRification of the model, as the aim is to provide end users
with transparent and effective information about the data. The code for the
XML mapping can be found at 3, and for OPL ontology at 4.

7 Conclusion

The present study was designed to underline a model for FAIRification of re-
stricted research data. Although this research has only started at the beginning
of 2021, early findings have significant implications in the first and second re-
search questions, regarding the syntactic and semantic features of the model. In
fact, we have shown current metadata models (e.g. CMM) and resources (e.g.
ODRL) can be expanded to optimise findability of data. Moreover, early imple-
mentations of the OPL ontology have shown how license agreements’ details can
express important features necessary to the research community. Furthermore,
we have acknowledged the usefulness of available tools such as RML during
the transformation from raw to structured metadata, and we have also shown
how such tools are flexible enough to allow the creation of transparent custom
functions to better extract and map information.

Considerable work is needed to gain access to restricted data-sets from providers
such as CBS, and a great focus is indeed necessary to guarantee the confiden-
tiality and effectiveness of the model. Notwithstanding these limitation, the aim
of this study is to strengthens the importance of metadata and application of
the FAIR principles as solutions to restricted data-sets search, and although
it focuses on the field of social science, the findings may well have significant
implications in other scientific communities.
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